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1. Motivation
Over the past decades data center (DC) network appliances
have become increasingly programmable. Originally benefitting the prototyping, testing, and deployment of more flexible
and novel network(-wide) services and protocols, this trend
has been more recently exploited for benefitting more specific
applications and services. By supporting certain specific computations “in the network” on the path between data sources
and sinks, individual distributed systems concerns like agreement [14, 6] or caching [19, 15], and even high-level application components such as for machine learning [32, 24], can be
handled in a much accelerated fashion, ushering in a new era
of in-network computing (INC).
Despite the proliferation of exciting INC applications, running multiple INC applications on the same network, or even
having multiple tenants using the same INC application remains under-explored. Existing DC resource management
frameworks (RMFs) use a model of resource pools of isolated compute containers and the resource scheduling problem is complex already. Throwing INC resources into the
mix adds new challenges and significantly exacerbates existing ones: (1) INC resources such as programmable ASICs
and NPUs are highly heterogeneous [ HET ] in terms of not
only processing power, but also programming models [9, 26];
(2) INC resources are relatively scarce compared to server
resources, demanding interchangeable resources [ ALT ] as
fallbacks; (3) INC-enabled jobs impose fine-grained locality
[ LOC ] constraints regarding the underlying network topology,
with dependencies between servers and INC appliances; (4)
INC resources exhibit non-linear sharing [ NOL ], as contrary
to “complete” isolation on servers, partial INC resources may
be shared by multiple tenants or INC service(s) [30]. These
new challenges render the existing RMFs inapplicable, motivating a new RMF design for INC-enabled DCs.
Given the huge potential of INC in a wide spectrum of
current applications and the ever-increasing interest of INC
deployments in large-scale DCs, an effective RMF for INC
would be a key enabler for the democratized use of INC.

2. Limitations of the State of the Art
So far, no work has studied the resource management problem
for INC. Related works mainly fall into three categories:

Individual INC services. As mentioned, many individual
INC services have been proposed for facilitating networking [16, 1, 18] and other [14, 15, 20, 33] tasks leveraging the
high performance and programmability of network appliances.
However, all these efforts focus on single use cases, leaving
aside the problem of coordinating usage of potentially scarce
and heterogeneous resources on network appliances among
multiple INC scenarios, applications, and users.
Multitenancy for network appliances.
Some recent
works [12, 30] have explored the potential of enabling multitenancy support on a single network appliance, e.g., a P4 [2]
switch or a smart network interface controller. However, such
efforts are limited to device-level sharing, i.e., co-locating
multiple INC services on the same network appliance. None
of them have considered how to coordinate the use of INC
resources on network appliances at a network-global level.
Data center resource management. There is a plethora of
work on resource management and scheduling in DCs [10, 5,
13, 27, 3, 22, 29, 7, 8, 17]. However, none of them are able
to meet the requirements for INC resource management due
to one or more of the following limitations: supporting only
homogeneous resources, single schedules (no alternatives),
linear resource sharing, and domain-specific scheduling (e.g.,
GPU scheduling for deep learning workloads [11, 21, 23, 31]).

3. Key Insights
This paper presents Holistic INC-aware Resource managEr
(HIRE), the first-of-its-kind RMF design for DCs supporting
INC. At a high level, HIRE proposes a novel resource model
and develops a corresponding flow-based scheduler. HIRE’s
design is driven by the following important insights:
Insight 1: A new resource abstraction is required to capture INC resources. Most existing resource abstractions for
DCs focus on server resources and thus use a simple fixed-slot
resource abstraction. Others consider also the network bandwidth allocation and propose an abstraction such as virtual
cluster, virtual over-subscribed cluster, or tenant application
graph. These abstractions are not able to fully capture INC
resources due to the [ ALT ] and [ NOL ] challenges mentioned.
Therefore, HIRE proposes a two-level resource model based
on the notion of composite where users describe resource demands in a concise way and HIRE’s resource model handles
the interchangeability and non-linearity and transforms com-

posite requests into scheduler-friendly forms automatically.
Insight 2: The implementation details of INC services
should be hidden from the application/user. As discussed,
network appliances show high heterogeneity in their hardware
architectures and thus, deploying the same INC service on different network appliances may require different domain (programming language/compiler/architecture) expertise. Moreover, INC services typically involve multiple network appliances interacting with each other in complex ways. As a result,
setting up an INC service correctly is a heavy and error-prone
task. Considering all these factors, HIRE proposes to use INC
service templates recorded together with their implementation
details in a store ([ HET ]). HIRE thus only exposes high-level
interfaces for applications/users to specify application requests
following the provided templates and to add new templates.
Insight 3: Flow-based scheduler design can be leveraged
to encode the scheduling requirements of INC. HIRE
adopts a flow-based scheduler design and performs the requirement encoding via novel designs on the flow network.
Flow-based schedulers have been shown to have comparable
scheduling quality compared with other centralized scheduler
approaches, while still achieving outstanding scalability. This
flow-based approach provides high flexibility for encoding
the complex INC scheduling requirements ([ ALT ], [ LOC ], and
[ NOL ]) compared to other centralized scheduling approaches.

for DCs with INC including the HIRE flow-based scheduling
logic in 13K lines of Scala code and run trace-driven simulations of different setups with 4394 servers and 845 switches.
An evaluation methodology for INC scheduling. HIRE is
the first RMF capable of scheduling server and INC resources.
To show the benefits of our novel custom solution, we retrofit
a broad set of schedulers for different scheduling methods
for comparison, including queue-based best-effort (Kubernetes [4]), delay scheduling using dominant resource fairness
(Yarn [28]), random sampling using a variant of power of
two choices (Sparrow [22]), and another flow-based scheduler with a multi-dimensional resource model (CoCo/Firmament [10, 25]). We run these in two modes (and applying some
further modifications): (a) concurrent request mode mimics
users who submit two variants of an INC enabled job, one
with INC resources and one without (applying server fallback)
where upon successful scheduling of one the other is dropped;
(b) timeout request mode mimics users who submit first only
the INC variant, and submit the corresponding server fallback
if the INC variant is not served before a timeout. To better
understand the impact of INC resources on the scheduling
problem, we report metrics including placement latency, resource utilization, network detours, and rates of satisfied INC
demands.

5. Key Results and Contributions

4. Main Artifacts

Overall, HIRE achieves the highest success rates in serving
INC resources in all experiments, outperforming the best performing retrofitted existing schedulers by 8 − 30%, while at
the same time performing allocations that result in least network detours (improving by ∼ 20%) for INC communication.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We identify the main challenges in resource management
for INC-enabled DCs ([ HET ], [ ALT ], [ LOC ], and [ NOL ]).
• We present a novel two-level resource model for capturing INC and other resources in DCs, as well as the model
transformation rules between the two levels.
• We propose a new flow-based scheduler for INC scheduling,
addressing all challenges mentioned.
• We implement our design and conduct thorough experiments
to validate its performance using real-world workload traces.
Our work is first-of-its-kind. Although much work remains
to be done to achieve fully holistic resource management
for all heterogeneous resources (e.g., GPUs, TPUs, FPGAs,
programmable network appliances), we believe HIRE presents
a promising step in that direction.

Our paper provides the following main artifacts:
A two-level resource model design. The proposed resource
model allows a user to submit a job in the form of composite
resource request (CompReq) consisting of a set of composites
derived from the composite template from the composite template store (CompStore). Users can specify the configuration
for each of the composites in a CompReq, and also the way
these composites are related. Once submitted, a CompReq is
transformed into a polymorphic resource request (PolyReq). A
PolyReq considers the different implementations (from details
stored in the CompStore) of each composite in the CompReq
and provides more detailed resource demands of the job, incorporating resource alternatives and non-linear resource usage.
A flow-based scheduler design. HIRE adopts a flow-based
scheduler design inspired by Firmament [10], taking the
PolyReqs generated by the resource model as input. However, HIRE incorporates several new designs into the flow
network and the cost model to support the INC scheduling
requirements. In particular, HIRE’s flow network includes a
shadow network for the physical network topology to encode
the INC resources as well as the locality constraints. HIRE
also includes new node types for choosing each job’s alternatives with efficient approximations for combinatorial costs.
Finally, HIRE uses methods for efficient propagation and filtering for performing resource matching when dealing with
[ NOL ] and [ HET ].
A DC simulator implementation. We implement a simulator

6. Why ASPLOS
This paper presents an RMF for joint scheduling of INC and
server resources, manifesting crosscutting research comprising
programming abstractions for the resource model, scheduler
design influenced by operating systems research, and INC
being itself an emerging network technology.
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